
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

History Curriculum 

Pensford Primary 

School 



 
Our Intent for History at Pensford Primary School  
  
In teaching history, we inspire curiosity through the exploration and interpretation of evidence while learning about 
significant people, places and events.  Using sources of information to support their opinion, our children will ask 
perceptive questions and think critically.  We will explore the complexity of people’s lives and relationships throughout 
time by identifying change and continuity, cause and consequence.  We want our children to gain a coherent 
understanding of chronology on a local, national and international scale from the earliest times to the present day.  Our 
children will develop a sense of scale, using a timeline, to identify where a historical period took place and how long it 
lasted.  They will gain a sense of what Ian Dawson (2004) calls ‘frameworks of the past.’  We will link learning about the 
past with other subjects, especially geography, as all history is concerned with place as well as with time.  Maps and 
plans and patterns of human settlement are an intrinsic part of history.  History study units will also combine with art, 
design & technology, religious studies, music, drama, numeracy, and science to allow children to grasp a deeper 
understanding of the diversity of societies and relationships between different groups.   
 

‘Pupils need to know that events in the past are connected to related events at the time and have a legacy, often lasting until 
today. This means thinking about the history curriculum planning as less of a stage set on which certain things happened and more 

of a chapter in the story which involves us all, up until today.’ 
Mary Myatt 

 

Our history teaching supports the Four Pillars of the Pensford Curriculum as follows:  
Wellbeing – The idea of there being a connection between health and happiness was first discovered thousands of 
years ago.  The vast majority of cultures and countries in the world are aware that wellness and well-being are vital 
parts of life.  We will weave, through our curriculum, an understanding of how different people throughout time have 
sought to look after their well-being. 
Language – Our curriculum for History details the subject-specific vocabulary that will enable children to understand 
and retain concepts and knowledge in the subject.  This vocabulary builds up as the children move through the school.  
Using sources of information to support their opinion, our children will ask perceptive questions and think critically.   
We will support our children to gain and deploy a historically grounded understanding of abstract terms such as 
‘civilisation’, ‘empire’, ‘parliament’ and ‘democracy’.  

Reasoning – We will provide opportunities for children to ask questions and challenge the evidence they are 
presented with about past people, places and events.  We will provide our children with a range of primary and 
secondary resources so that they can see how people have shaped and formed their ideas and knowledge of the past. 
We will introduce our older children to the concepts of bias and propaganda as a way of preparing them for their on-
going historical learning in KS3 and beyond.   

Technology – Children will use technology in 2 key ways during their study of History  
• To connect with, research and discover more about the history of the world.     
• To present their work so that it can be shared both within the school and wider community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

# 

Over view / Incidental knowledge 
gained through topics that are not 

History based 

Depth study - British History Depth study - Exploration and 
civilisations 

National Curriculum Reference Visit / experience 

 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

EYFS Time to wonder 
Seasons and the passing of time – 

now and then 

 
Black History Month – Rosa Parks 

(US civil rights activist) (Re-visited in 
KS1 – Year B, Term 4)  

 
Visit All Saints Church, Publow, 

(before Christmas play) 

 

Me and my world 
Seasons and the passing of time – 

now and then 

Out and about  
Seasons and the passing of time – 

now and then 
 

Workshop – Early Years Workshop 
with the Churches Conservation 
Trust. 

 

KS1 
Year A 

Topic – Whose 
party is it?  

 
Black History 
Month - Ruby 
Bridges  

Topic – Fire  
The Great Fire of 
London  
Events beyond 
living memory 
that are 
significant 
nationally or 
globally   

 
Context: 
Compare and 
contrast 17th 
century London 
with today. Then 
and now study of 
the fire service, 
architecture and 
food. Diaries as 
valuable historical 
documents.   
 
Workshop with 
National Archives 
– looking at 
documents from the 
period 
 

Topic – How 
do I get to….?  
The lives of 
significant 
individuals in 
the past who 
have 
contributed to 
national and 
international 
achievements –  
Scott of the 
Antarctic  
 
Context: To 
Sequence and 
understand the 
causes of the 
events in Scot’s 
journey. 

Topic – Where 
are all the wild 
things?  
 
Workshop with 
the Churches 
Conservation 
Trust. 
 

Topic – Once upon a time…  
Events beyond living memory that 
are significant nationally or globally 
– the development of defence 
fortifications (castles).  
 
Visit – Farleigh Hungerford Castle, 
Bath  
 

 
Context: Know the different features 
of a castle (moat, drawbridge, keep, 
portcullis, battlements, arrow slits, 
towers).  Through making a model 
of a castle, children will learn about 
daily life in a castle, the jobs / work 
people did and the individuals who 
lived there. 
  

KS1 
Year B 

Topic – Our 
amazing 
world  
The lives of 
significant 
individuals in 
the past who 
have 

Topic – Toys  
Changes within 
living memory. 
Aspects of change 
in national life – 
toys in the past 

Topic – We 
are Artists  
The lives of 
significant 
individuals in 
the past who 
have 
contributed to 

Topic – Maps 
and Routes  
Significant 
historical events, 
people and places 
in their own 
locality. 

Topic – Weather and seaside 

Changes within living memory of the 
seaside and extended to explore the 
Victorian Era. 
 

Visit – Weston Super Mare (then 
and now) 
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contributed to 
national and 
international 
achievements. 
 
Context – To 
know that Neil 
Armstrong was 
the first man on 
the moon. To 
know about his 
achievements in 
life, birthdate 
and how he 
became the first 
man on the 
moon.  
(History of the 
space race - 
studied in 
UKS2)  
  
Black History 
Month – Mae 
Carol Jemison 
(US engineer, 
physicist & 
astronaut)  

Visit – Blaise 
Castle Museum 
Toy Workshop  
 

Context – 
Comparing 
Victorian toys 
with toys played 
with by 
grandparents, 
parents and today 

 

national and 
international 
achievements. 
 
Context – Study 
of LS Lowry 
- look at his 
artwork and 
gain an 
understanding 
of life at the 
time the 
paintings were 
created.  
  
To understand 
some of the 
ways in which 
we find out 
about the past 
and identify 
different ways 
in which it is 
represented 
through 
paintings 
by Lowry – 
children to create a 
village scape for 
Pensford based on 
the style of Lowry 

Significant 
landmarks in the 
village especially 
the viaduct and 
railway. 
 

Context – To 
identify places, 
objects and 
buildings of 
significance in 
Pensford (lock-up, 
viaduct – link to the 

railway – where did 
the trains come from 

and go to? Aker 
Bilk’s bench, war 
memorial, St 
Thomas a Beckett 
Tower) 

 

Context – History of the seaside; 
holidays then and now  
(The Victorian Era - studied in 
UKS2)  

 

LKS2 
Year A 

Topic – North, 
East, South, 
West  
 

Black History 
Month – Black 
athletes and 
sporting heroes  

  

Topic – Rise of 
the robots  
 

Context: To put 
key milestones, in 
the development 
of robotic 
technology, on a 
timeline 

Topic – 
Extreme 
survival  
 
Context: To 
explore and 
timeline the 
journeys and 
achievements of 
Antarctic 
explorers - 
Matthew 
Henson, 
Caroline 
Mikkelsen and 
Ingrid 
Christensen  
(Linked to KS1 
topic – Life of a 
significant 
individual, Scot 
of the 
Antarctic) 
 

Topic – WW2  
A study of an 
aspect or theme 
in British History 
that extends 
pupils’ 
chronological 
knowledge 
beyond 1066  
 
Context – To 
explore the 
impact of WW2 
on the local area 
with a study of 
food and farming 
 
National Archive 
workshop – 
Propaganda and 
the art of war 
 
Context - the 
impact of WW2 
on the local area 
with a study of 
food and farming  

Topic – Escape from Pompeii 
(...with a snap, crackle pop!)  
The Roman Empire and its impact on 
Britain – Bath  

 
Context – visit to the Roman Baths 
to explore the impact the Roman 
Empire had in Britain.  Workshop 
with the Royal Armouries to learn 
about the Roman Army and British 
rebellion.   



LKS2 
Year B 

Topic – Going 
Global  
 
Context – 
Explorers and 

trade   
  
Black History 
Month – The 
Bristol Bus 
Boycott 1936 
(Linked to Rosa 
Parks, covered 
in EYFS and KS1 
Year B, Term 4)  

Topic – Raiders, 
traders or 
settlers? 
Britain’s 
settlement by 
Anglo-Saxon and 
Scots & the Viking 
and Anglo-Saxon 
struggle for the 
Kingdom of 
England to the 
time of Edward 
the confessor.  
 
Context – Why 
did Anglo-Saxons, 
Scots and Viking 
people choose to 
invade / settle in 
Britain? How did 
these people 
change and 
influence British 
culture then and 
now? 
  

  

Topic – 
Ancient Egypt  
The 
achievements of 
the earliest 
civilizations – an 
overview of 
where and 
when the first 
civilizations 
appeared and a 
depth study of 
Ancient Egypt   
 
Context – How 
do we know so 
much about 
Ancient Egypt? 
What is the 
legacy of 
Ancient Egypt? 
Howard Carter, 
The River Nile. 
 
A visit to Bristol 
City Museum.  

Topic – 
Rainforest  

  

Topic – Down in the Valley  
Pensford – A local history study.  
A local history study 
Changes in Britain from Stone Age to 
the Iron Age. 
 
Context – Who were the first settlers 

in Pensford and the surrounding 

villages? How has Pensford and its 

surrounding villages changed 

throughout time? How might 

Pensford change in the future.  The 

impact of the River Chew on 

settlement. 

Create a trail around the village to 
show our learning. 
 
Walk to Stanton Drew Stone Circle.  
 
Workshop - A building for Pensford 
with the Churches Conservation 
Trust. 

 

UKS2 
Year A 

Topic – 
Chocolate 
 

Context - 
The slave trade - 

linked to Bristol. 
 
Black History 
Month - Bristol 
and the 
Transatlantic 
slave trade.  
 
A visit to Bristol 
City Museum – 
Chocolate 
workshop 
 

Topic – Why 
aorta keep fit  
 
Context: To put 
key milestones in 
the history of the 
NHS on a timeline  

Marvellous 
Maya 
A non-European 
society that 
provides 
contrast with 
British history - 
Mayan 
civilisation  
c. AD 900 OR   
 
(Linked to the 
slave trade and 
chocolate topic 
in Term 1) 
 

Topic – Were 
we a fish?  
 
Context - 
Evolution and 
Charles Darwin. 

Topic – Dragon’s Den  
 

Workshop with the Churches 
Conservation Trust  

UKS2 
Year B 

Topic – 
What’s out 
there?  
A study of an 
aspect or theme 
in British History 
that extends 
pupils’ 
chronological 
knowledge 
beyond 1066 
(Linked KS1, 
Year A, Term 1 

Topic – Who let 
the Gods out  
Ancient Greece – 
a study of Greek 
life and 
achievements and 
their influence on 
the western 

world.  
  
Context - A study 
of the influence 
that the legacy of 
Ancient Greek has 

Topic – Is it 
me or is it hot 
in here?  
 
Context - Global 
warming – 
impact of the 
industrial 

revolution   
  

  

Topic – 
Victorious 
Victorians  
A study of an 
aspect or theme 
in British history 
that extends 
pupils’ 
chronological 
knowledge 
beyond 1066. 
 
Context: A study 
of life in Victorian 

Topic – How steady is your 
hand?   
  
Workshop with the Churches 
Conservation Trust  



– Neil 
Armstrong)  
  

Context - 
Understand the 
battle between 
Russia and 
America to get 
into space first; 
know who 
landed on the 
moon first and 
the impact of 
this; know that 
Valentina 
Tereshkova was 
the first woman 
to fly in space; 
know that 
Helen Sharman 
was the first 
British 
astronaut to go 
into space; 
know when the 
ISS was 
launched into 
space and how 
we still use it 
today; link to 
Tim Peake.   
  
Black History 
Month – 
Katherine 
Johnson (US 
mathematician 
who worked for 
NASA and 
whose work is 
celebrated in 
the film ‘Hidden 
Figures’)  

on society 
today.  Who were 
the Ancient 
Greeks?  When 
and where did 
they live?  How 
did they establish 
a democratic 
society?    

times and the 
impact of the 
Industrial 
revolution across 
society. 
The legacy of the 
Victorian Era 
including 
inventions and 
the work of 
Isambard 
Kingdom Brunel. 
 
(Linked to KS1, 
Year B, Term 5/6 
– Seaside in the 
past)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EYFS Coverage 
Teaching of history is not discreet in the Early Years, but children will learn about it within areas such as ‘Understanding the World/ Personal, Social and Emotional Development’ and 
within RE lessons, (including their own history, special events in their lifetime with their families, talking about past and present events in their own and their families lives, thinking 
about the history of special celebrations and traditions.) 
*Understanding the World links: 

(Terms 1 & 2) Present children with pictures, stories, artefacts, and accounts from the past, explaining similarities and differences. Offer hands-on experiences that deepen children’s 

understanding, such as visiting a local area that has historical importance (church/ viaduct/ lock-up). Show images of familiar situations in the past (including photos from home), 

as well as other homes, schools, and transport. Look for opportunities to observe children talking about experiences that are familiar to them and how these may have differed in 

the past. Offer opportunities for children to begin to organise events using basic chronology, recognising that things happened before they were born. Study Rosa Parks during Black 

History month – discuss how history has shaped the present. 

(Terms 3 & 4) Continue to provide opportunities to build on the children’s understanding of now and then. Consider the origin of special stories and events such as New Year, 

Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day and Easter. 

(Terms 5 & 6) The summer months provide a good focus for comparing our weather to those other countries and we will explore the idea of seasons and the passing of time.  We 

will look back at our time in school together and how the children have grown/ progressed since they were pre-school age.  We will look towards the future, thinking about 

‘People who help us’ and discuss their future ideas and plans. 

(Terms 1 – 6) Frequently share texts, images, and tell oral stories that help children begin to develop an understanding of the past and present. Providing the children with a broad 
range of stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poetry (Rhyme Time) to encourage discussion and understanding about our culture and history, whilst broaden their vocabulary in this 
area.   

KS1 National Curriculum Coverage 

Pupils should be taught about:  

Changes within living memory Toys 
Weather and holidays  

Events beyond living memory Fire! 

The lives of significant individuals Our amazing world - Neil Armstrong 
We are artists – LS Lowry 

Significant historical events, people and places in their 
own locality. 

Maps and routes – Local monuments and the musician, 
Aker Bilk 

KS2 National Curriculum Coverage 

Changes in Britain from Stone Age to Iron Age Down in the Valley (Y3/4) 

The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain Hail Caesar (…with a snap, crackle and pop!) (Y3/4) 

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots 
The Vikings and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom 
of England to the time of Edward the Confessor 

Raiders, Traders or Settlers? (Y3/4) 

A local history study Down in the Valley (Y3/4) 

A study of an aspect or theme in British history that 
extends pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066 

WW2 (Y3/4) 
Victorious Victorians (Y5/6) 

The achievements of earliest civilisations – an overview 
of where and when the first civilisations appeared and 
depth study of Ancient Egypt 

Can you walk like an Egyptian? (Y3/4) 

Ancient Greece Who let the Gods out? (Y5/6) 

A non-European society that provides contrasts with 
British history 

Marvellous Maya (Y5/6) 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Core Concept Key Terms Times Examined 

KS1 Our amazing world 
(Space); How do I get to 
(Polar exploration) 
LKS2 Extreme survival 
UKS2 What’s out there? 
(Space) 

Exploration, 
Discovery & 

invention 

Explore / exploration 
Discover / discovery 

Navigation 
Innovation 

 

4 

KS1 Fire; Once upon a 
time (castles); Toys; 
Weather and the seaside 
LKS2 Raiders, Traders or 
Settlers (Anglo-Saxons, 
Scots and Vikings); Can 
you walk like an 
Egyptian?; Grow your own 
(WW2); Escape from 
Pompeii (Roman Britain); 
Down in the Valley; Rise of 
the Robots 
UKS2 Who let the Gods 
out?; Victorious 
Victorians; Marvellous  

Economic Trade 
Agriculture 

Decline 
Conquer / conquest 

Immigration 
Invade / invasion 

Settler 
 
 

13 

KS1 Once upon a time 
(castles) 
LKS2 Raiders, Traders or 
Settlers (Anglo-Saxons, 
Scots and Vikings); Grow 
your own (WW2); Escape 
from Pompeii (Roman 
Britain) 
UKS2 Who let the Gods 
out? 

Military & 
Conflict 

Battle 
Conquer / conquest 

Defeat 
Invade / invasion 

Rebellion 
Siege 
War 

Empire 
Liberation 

Occupation 
Peace 

Military 
Surrender 

 

5 

KS1 Fire; Once upon a 
time (castles); Our 
amazing world; Toys; 
Weather and the seaside 
LKS2 Raiders, Traders or 
Settlers (Anglo-Saxons, 
Scots and Vikings); Can 
you walk like an 
Egyptian?; Grow your own 
(WW2); Escape from 
Pompeii (Roman Britain); 

Social &Cultural Civilisation 
Clan 

Culture – art, religion, 
food, etc. 
Hierarchy 
Nomadic 
Settlers 
Slavery 
Society 

Technology 
Tribe 

Religion 

17 
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Down in the Valley; Rise of 
the Robots 
UKS2 Who let the Gods 
out?; Victorious 
Victorians; Marvellous 
Maya; Why aorta keep fit 
(NHS); Were we a fish?; 
What’s out there? 

Settlement 
Poverty 

 
 

KS1 Fire; Once upon a 
time (castles); Weather 
and the seaside 
LKS2 Raiders, Traders or 
Settlers (Anglo-Saxons, 
Scots and Vikings); Can 
you walk like an 
Egyptian?; Grow your own 
(WW2); Escape from 
Pompeii (Roman Britain); 
Down in the Valley;  
UKS2 Who let the Gods 
out?; Victorious 
Victorians; Marvellous 
Maya; 

Political   City states 
Decline 

Democracy 
Dynasty 
Empire 

Kingdom 
Monarch / monarchy 

Parliament 
Equality 

Oppression 
Politics 

Prejudice 
Slavery 
Poverty 

 

11 

 

OR 
 

Core Concept Definition Times Examined 

KS1 Our amazing world 
(Space); How do I get to 
(Polar exploration) 
LKS2 Extreme survival; 
Going global 
UKS2 What’s out there? 
(Space) 

Exploration & 
Discovery 

Travelling across or 
through something to 
discover new places. 

4 

KS1 Once upon a time 
(castles) 
LKS2 Raiders, Traders or 
Settlers (Anglo-Saxons, 
Scots and Vikings); Grow 
your own (WW2); Escape 
from Pompeii (Roman 
Britain) 
UKS2 Who let the Gods 
out? 

Invasion To enter a country or 
groups’ land as an enemy, 

by force, in order to 
conquer or plunder. 

5 

KS1 Fire; Once upon a 
time (castles); Our 
amazing world; Toys; 
Weather and the seaside 
LKS2 Raiders, Traders or 
Settlers (Anglo-Saxons, 
Scots and Vikings); Can 

Social and 
Cultural 

Changes to a way that a 
society or culture is run, 

how it fuctions or is 
governed. Significant 

inevntions or events which 
changed society.  

17 



you walk like an 
Egyptian?; Grow your own 
(WW2); Escape from 
Pompeii (Roman Britain); 
Down in the Valley; Rise of 
the Robots 
UKS2 Who let the Gods 
out?; Victorious 
Victorians; Marvellous 
Maya; Why aorta keep fit 
(NHS); Were we a fish?; 
What’s out there? 

LKS2 Escape from Pompeii 
(Roman Britain); Raiders 
or Traders (Vikings and 
Anglo Saxons) 
UKS2  
 

Rebellion An armed fight or uprising 
against the rulers of the 

area that one lives in. 

2 

LKS2 Escape from Pompeii 
(Roman Britain) 
UKS2 Who let the Gods 
out (Ancient Greece)?; 
Victorious Victorians 

Empire A group of nations or 
people under one rule or 

government. 

3 

LKS2 Escape from Pompeii 
(…with a snap, crackl and 
pop); Rise of the Robots; 
Can you walk like an 
Egyptian? 
UKS2 Who let the Gods 
out?; Victorious 
Victorians; What’s out 
there? (Space); Why aorta 
keep fit (NHS) 
 

Technological 
advancement 

Changes in technology 
over time within a specific 

society or civilisation. 

7 

KS1 Fire; Once upon a 
time (castles); Weather 
and the seaside 
LKS2 Raiders, Traders or 
Settlers (Anglo-Saxons, 
Scots and Vikings); Can 
you walk like an 
Egyptian?; Grow your own 
(WW2); Escape from 
Pompeii (Roman Britain); 
Down in the Valley;  
UKS2 Who let the Gods 
out?; Victorious 
Victorians; Marvellous 
Maya; 

Government and 
Democarcy  

Rule by the people. 11 

KS1 Fire; Once upon a 
time (castles); Weather 
and the seaside 
LKS2 Raiders, Traders or 
Settlers (Anglo-Saxons, 
Scots and Vikings); Can 

Trade  12 



you walk like an 
Egyptian?; Grow your own 
(WW2); Escape from 
Pompeii (Roman Britain); 
Down in the Valley;  
UKS2 Who let the Gods 
out?; Victorious 
Victorians; Marvellous 
Maya;  

 

  



 

Making connections: Map of key themes and terms in the History Curriculum Context: Exploration, discovery and invention 

History unit 
 

explore / exploration discover / discovery navigation innovation invention 

Home and family / friendship      
Me and my world      
Out and about      
K  

Fire      
How do I get to…?      
Once upon a time…      
Our amazing world      
Toys      
We are artists      
Maps and Routes      
Weather and seaside      
  

Raiders, traders or settlers      
Can you walk like an Egyptian? 
      
Down in the Valley      
Rise of the robots      
WW2      
Escape from Pompeii      
  

What’s out there?      
Who let the God’s out?      
Victorious Victorians      
Chocolate      
Why aorta keep fit      
Marvellous Maya      
Were we a fish?      

 

  



Making connections: Map of key themes and terms in the History Curriculum Context: Economic 

History unit 
 

trade agriculture immigration invade / invasion settler conquer / conquest immigration 

Home and family / friendship        
Me and my world        
Out and about        
K 

Fire        
How do I get to…?        
Once upon a time…        
Our amazing world        
Toys        
We are artists        
Maps and Routes        
Weather and seaside        
 

Raiders, traders or settlers        
Can you walk like an Egyptian?        
Down in the Valley        
Rise of the robots        
WW2        
Escape from Pompeii        
 

What’s out there?        
Who let the God’s out?        
Victorious Victorians        
Chocolate        
Why aorta keep fit        
Marvellous Maya        
Were we a fish?        

 

 

 

  



Making connections: Map of key themes and terms in the History Curriculum Context: Military and conflict 

History unit 
 

invade / 
invasion 

rebellion battle siege war occupation military surrender conquer / 
conquest 

defeat liberation empire 

Home and family / friendship             
Me and my world             
Out and about             
K 

Fire             
How do I get to…?             
Once upon a time…             
Our amazing world             
Toys             
We are artists             
Maps and Routes             
Weather and seaside             
 

Raiders, traders or settlers             
Can you walk like an Egyptian?             
Down in the Valley             
Rise of the robots             
WW2             
Escape from Pompeii             
 

What’s out there?             
Who let the God’s out?             
Victorious Victorians             
Chocolate             
Why aorta keep fit             
Marvellous Maya             
Were we a fish?             

 

 

  



Making connections: Map of key themes and terms in the History Curriculum Context: Social & cultural 

History unit 
 

civilisation religion culture – 
art, food, 

etc. 

hierarchy nomadic settlers slavery society technology tribe clan  

Home and family / friendship             
Me and my world             
Out and about             
K 

Fire             
How do I get to…?             
Once upon a time…             
Our amazing world             
Toys             
We are artists             
Maps and Routes             
Weather and seaside             
 

Raiders, traders or settlers             
Can you walk like an Egyptian?             
Down in the Valley             
Rise of the robots             
WW2             
Escape from Pompeii             
 

What’s out there?             
Who let the God’s out?             
Victorious Victorians             
Chocolate             
Why aorta keep fit             
Marvellous Maya             
Were we a fish?             

 

 

 

  



Making connections: Map of key themes and terms in the History Curriculum Context: Political 

History unit 
 

city 
states 

decline democracy dynasty empire kingdom monarch / 
monarchy 

parliament equality oppression politics prejudice slavery poverty 

Home and family / 
friendship 

              

Me and my world               
Out and about               
K   

Fire               
How do I get to…?               
Once upon a time…               
Our amazing world               
Toys               
We are artists               
Maps and Routes               
Weather and seaside               
   

Raiders, traders or 
settlers 

              

Can you walk like an 
Egyptian? 

              

Down in the Valley               
Rise of the robots               
WW2               
Escape from Pompeii               
   

What’s out there?               
Who let the God’s out?               
Victorious Victorians               
Chocolate               
Why aorta keep fit               
Marvellous Maya               
Were we a fish?               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1 & 2 

Year A 
Term 2 

Fire (The Great Fire of London) 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement Trade 

Year A Term 3 How do I get to…? 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement Trade 

Year A Terms 
5&6 

Once upon a time (Castles) 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement Trade 

Year B Term 2 Toys (Victorian / Grandparents / Parents) 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement Trade 

Year B Term 3 We are artists 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement Trade 

Year B Terms 
5&6                           

Weather and holidays (Victorian seaside) 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement Trade 

                                  Year 3 & 4  

Year A Term 2 Raiders, Traders or Settlers? 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

Year A Term 3 Can you walk like an Egyptian? 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

Year A Terms 
5&6 

Down in the Valley 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

Year B Term 2  

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

Year B Term 2 Rise of the Robots 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

Year B Term 3 Extreme survival (Polar exploration) 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

Year B Term 4 WW2 (Food and Farming) 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

Year B Terms 
5&6 

Escape from Pompeii (Roman Britain) 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

             Year 5 & 6  

Year A Term 1 What’s out there? (Space) 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

Year A Term 2 Who let the Gods out? 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

Year A 
Term 4 

Victorious Victorians 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

Year B 
Term 3 

Marvellous Maya 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  

Year B Term 4 Were we a fish? 

Exploration Invasion Cultural change Rebellion Empire Technological advancement  
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All about me 
What can I tell you about me and my family? 
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Invasion 

 



Visits and experiences 
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/schools/virtual-workshops.html 

 
  

  

 



 

  KS1 LKS2 UKS2 

EYFS Year A Year B Year A Year B Year A Year B 

Chronological 
understanding 

CHECK AGAINST 
NEW EYFS 
 
- Uses everyday language 
related to time and events 
- Order and sequence 
familiar events 
- Be able to recall 
birthdays, days, months 
and seasons 
- Understanding of changes 
in their own lifetime 
personal timeline 
 
E.g. three things they 
couldn’t do as a baby but 
can do now 

- Understand the 
difference between things 
that happened in the past 
and the present (within 
context of their own life) 
- Describe things that 
happened to other people 
in the past  
- Order and sequence 
some familiar events or 
objects  
-  Identify some similarities 
and differences between 
ways of life at different 
times 
-  Use common words and 
phrases relating to the 
passing of time such as ‘a 
long time ago’ and 
‘before,’ ‘more / less than 
100 years ago.’ 
 
- Understand and use the 
words past and present 
when telling others about 
an event  
- Order and sequence 
events and objects in order 
of when they happened 
(using a scale provided by 
a teacher)  
- Use common words and 
phrases relating to the 
passing of time. 

 
 

- Know how to put 3 – 5 
events / objects in the 
correct order they 
happened in / were made. 

- Aware that the past can 
be divided into different 
periods of time.   
- Use some dates and 
historical terms when 
sequencing historical 
events in chronological 
order on a timeline. 
- Explore trends and 
changes over time (using a 
timeline.) 
- Use dates and historical 
terms when ordering 
events and objects in 
chronological order on 
timeline. 
- Explore links and 
contrasts within and across 
different periods of time.  
- Begin to describe the 
main changes in a period in 
history 
- Understand and use more 
complex historical terms 
e.g., BC/AD, century, 
millennium, decade, 
ancient, modern 
 
- Know CE / BCE 

 - Use dates and a wide 
range of historical terms 
when sequencing 
significant events and 
periods of time in 
chronological order on 
timeline. 
- Develop chronologically 

secure knowledge of the 

events and periods of time 

studied. 

- Analyse links and 

contrasts within and across 

different periods of time 

including short-term and 

long-term time scales. 

- Understand how some 
historical events occurred 
concurrently in different 
locations 
 
- Know the relationship 
between date and century 
(dates starting from 100AD 
are 2nd century) 

 

Diversity - Know about similarities 
and differences between 
themselves and others, 
and among families, 
communities and 
traditions 

- Make simple 
observations about 
different types of people, 
events, beliefs within a 
society 

   - Describe social, religious 
and ethnic diversity in 
Britain and the wider world 

 

Progression of Content 



Change and 
continuity 

- Look closely at 
similarities, differences, 
patterns and change. 
- Develop an 
understanding of growth, 
decay and changes over 
time. 
 
- Name the members of 
their immediate and 
extended family 

- Identify similarities and 
differences between ways 
of life at different times 
 
- Know simple facts about 
aspects of daily life 
studied. 
- Know some things which 
have changed / stayed the 
same. 

- Compare with their own 
life (holidays / toys) 

- Describe and make links 
between main events, 
situations and changes 
within and across different 
societies and periods  
 
- Know similarities and 
differences between daily 
lives of people in the past 
and today. 
- Know main changes / 
constraints 

 - Know similarities and 
differences between daily 
lives, including social, 
cultural, religious and 
ethnic diversity of people. 
- Make links between 
periods of history studied. 
- Know main changes / 
constraints and compare 
with other periods.  

- Describe change through 
the use of general, abstract 
terms, such as gradual or 
rapid, important or 
unimportant. 

Cause and 
consequence 

- Question why things 
happened and give 
explanations. 
- Remember events, loses 
in our past (lost toys, old 
friends) 

- Recognise why people did 
things, why events 
happened and what 
happened as a result 
 
- Know about the cause of 
events studied. 

 - Identify and give reasons 
for, and results of, 
historical events, situations 
and changes 
 
- Know about the cause 
and consequence of events 
studied. 

 - Know about the cause 
and consequence of events 
studied and explain why. 

 

Historical 
significance 

- Recognise and describe 
special times or events for 
family or friends 
- Know the name of a 
significant event 
(birthday, Bonfire Night, 
Christmas, Eid, Diwali, 
etc.) 

 

- Talk about who was 
important e.g. in a simple 
historical account 

 - Identify and give reasons 
for, and results of, 
historical events, situation 
and changes 

   

Historical 
interpretation 

 - Identify different ways in 
which the past is 
represented 
 
- Know what an eye-
witness account is 

 - Understand that different 
versions of the past may 
exist, giving some reasons 
for this 
 
- Look at different 
accounts of history 
- Know what fact and 
opinion is 

- Use a range of sources of 
evidence (archives, visits, 
internet, photographs, 
etc.) 
- Ask and answer questions 
to find out about the past 
- Know what a primary / 
secondary source of 
information is and give 
examples  
- Know that some evidence 
is propaganda (WW2) 

- Know that some evidence 
is misinformation or 
opinion (Victorian 
factories) 
- Give reasons why 
- Evaluate evidence to 
choose most reliable 

 

Historical enquiry; 
using evidence; 
communicating 
about the past 

- Be curious about people 
and show interest in 
stories 
- Answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ 
questions in response to 
stories or events 
- Explain own knowledge 
and understanding, and 
ask appropriate questions 

- Ask and answer questions 
- Understand some ways 
we find out about the past 
- Choose and use parts of 
stories and other sources 
to show understanding of 
key concepts 
 
- Use historical artefacts, 
photographs and visits to 

- Use historical artefacts, 
photographs and visits to 
museums, etc. to answer 
simple questions about the 
past 

- Regularly address and 
sometimes devise 
historically valid questions 
- Understand how 
knowledge of the past is 
constructed from a range 
of sources 
- Construct informed 
responses by selecting and 

 - Recognise some sources 
may be more reliable than 
others. 
- Use sources of 
information to answer 
questions independently. 

- Recognise some sources 
may be more reliable than 
others and reasons for 
bias. 
- Use sources of 
information to formulate a 
question and investigate 
the answer independently. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Know that information 
can be retrieved from 
books or computers 
- Record using ‘marks’ they 
can interpret and explain 
 
- Use photographs to talk 
about their family’s past 
- Know that photographs 
tell stories about the past 

museums, etc. to find out 
about the past (Toys) 

organising historical 
information 
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Four Pillars Links - History 
Wellbeing: Children will start to learn how noticing and appreciating the local surroundings including the countryside and riverside location supports feeling happy. 
Language: Children will learn and use geographical vocabulary, including that listed above. 
Reasoning: Children will apply their understanding of the vocabulary to reason about relative sizes of places such as towns, villages and cities; they will think about what does and 
does not fit a particular definition and some similarities and differences (eg between viaducts and bridges). 
Technology:  Children will learn to take photographs using iPads to support discussion about what they notice when carrying out their fieldwork. 

History Skills - Understanding the World: EYFS Autumn Topic 

 



  History Skills - Understanding the World: EYFS Spring Topic 
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Four Pillars Links - History 
Wellbeing: Children will  
Language: Children will  
Reasoning: Children will  
Technology:  Children will  
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Four Pillars Links - History 
Wellbeing: Children will  
Language: Children will  
Reasoning: Children will  
Technology:  Children will  

 

History Skills - Understanding the World: EYFS Summer Topic 

 



  

 

Key Vocabulary 
bakery A place which makes and sells cakes and 

bread. 

Pudding Lane A small street in London with Thomas 

Farriner’s bakery.  The street where 

the Great Fire of London started. 

exploded When something bursts or shatters very 

loud and may break the things around it. 

spread Open out so it grows bigger / wider. 

destroyed Something is knocked down, broken or 

damaged after attacking it. May not be 

fixed. 

River Thames A river which flows through the bottom 

of England (London). 

rebuild To build again after it has been broken. 

St Paul’s 

Cathedral 

Sits on the highest part of London and 

is a very important church. 

diary A book to write daily events and 

experiences in. 

17th Century Dates from 1601 to December 31, 1700. 

 

 

History Skills – KS1 – Fire!  (The Great Fire of London) 

 

Knowledge the children will gain 

 

* When and where did the fire start? 

The fire started on Sunday 2nd September 1666 in Thomas Farriner’s 

bakery on Pudding Lane 

* Why did the fire spread so quickly? 

In 1666, the buildings in London were made of wood and straw and they 

were built very close together making it easy for the flames to spread.  

It also had been a dry summer, so the buildings were dry.  Strong 

winds were blowing, which helped the flames spread. 

*How did people try and put the fire out? 

People used leather buckets and water squirts to try to put the fire 

out, but these did not work.  Later in the week, King Charles II 

ordered buildings to be pulled down to stop the flames from spreading. 

* How and when was the fire put out? 

By Thursday 6th September, the wind had died down.  This meant 

people were able to put out the flames. 

* What happened after the fire was put out? 

King Charles II ordered that the buildings should be rebuilt from brick 

or stone and that the streets should be made. 

Images to support the learning 

     Key people 

   Map of the area 

Artefacts  

             

 leather bucket      water squirter      St Paul’s Cathedral            

     

        axe                          fire hook 

POP Task Questions 

1. When did the Great Fire of London start? 

2. Where did the Great Fire of London start? 

3. Why did the fire spread so quickly? 

4. How did people try to put the fire out? 

5. What River runs through London? 

6.  How do we know about the Great Fire? 

7. What happened after the fire was put out? 
 

 

Four Pillars Links - History 

Wellbeing: Children will learn about fire safety and how to get help should they be faced with a fire.                                      

Language: Children will use the key vocabulary to describe the events surrounding the Great Fire of London.                  

Reasoning: Children will consider and talk about the cause of the fire, how it spread and why King Charles II made the decisions he did.  They will use a range of sources, including eye-witness accounts, diaries and paintings. 

Technology:  Children will learn about what resources were used to put out the fire and what changed as a result of the fire – the formation of the first fire brigade in 1699. 

 

Practical Learning 

To construct a class model of Pudding lane. 
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Four Pillars Links - History 
Wellbeing: Children will  
Language: Children will  
Reasoning: Children will  
Technology:  Children will  

 

History Skills – KS1 – How do I get to…? 
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History Skills – KS1 - Once upon a time… (Castles) 
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History Skills – KS1 – Our amazing world 
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History Skills – KS1 - Toys 
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History Skills – KS1 – We are artists 
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History Skills – KS1 – Maps and routes 
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History Skills – KS1 – Weather and the Seaside 
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 History Skills – LKS2 – Raiders, traders or settlers 
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History Skills – LKS2 – Can you walk like an Egyptian? 
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History Skills – LKS2 – Down in the Valley 
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History Skills – LKS2 – Rise of the Robots 
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History Skills – LKS2 – World War 2 
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History Skills – LKS2 – Escape from Pompeii (…with a snap, crackle and pop) 
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History Skills – UKS2 – What’s out there? 
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History Skills – UKS2 – Victorious Victorians 
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History Skills – UKS2 – Were we a fish? 
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